
WRITING A CASE BRIEF EXAMPLE HOW TO BRIEF

When you feel you understand the case, you can prepare a brief of it. As an example of the format used in briefing
cases, we present here a briefed version of .

In Contracts, the prior business relationship might be discussed. A case brief does not merely indicate your wit
in writing. This component is vital to uncover the key points of agreement and disagreement with the overall
opinion. Given that a side that lost may appeal to a higher court, there is no guarantee that the first appearing
name will always be the same party. The above entails can be categorized into four parts for easier
remembering. This is something you will need an answer to, so it is vital not to overlook any information that
interests you. List any contentions: Every contention put forward by the participating parties should be listed
as a way of proving the legal case. Legal writing and analysis 2nd ed. Concurring or dissenting opinion:
Where the majority of opinion differs from the judge's opinion, the case brief should also record this. As a new
law student, case briefing may not always be perfect to you at the beginning but will improve as you move
forward. Neff is one of those traditional law school cases that is extremely frustrating to understand because it
lacks a background history of the facts. H36 ; For 3rd ed. Remember too, that the same case may be used by
instructors for different purposes, so part of the challenge of briefing is to identify those issues in the case
which are of central importance to the topic under discussion in class. Y45 ]. Any facts to be excluded from a
brief need to be precisely determined. Knowledge of how judges of a particular court normally line up on
particular issues is essential to anticipating how they will vote in future cases involving similar issues. Legal
reasoning, writing, and persuasive argument. Sometimes, the best statement of the facts will be found in a
dissenting or concurring opinion. Has the decision of the court been appropriate and does it confirm or change
current law? G37 ] Hames, J. Distinguish the decisions. In some instances, these points hold strengthing
importance to the citizens and officials alike. In this section, the student should evaluate why the argument or
case is imperative and the relationship of the case to the other cases. Some of these issues are of the interest
only to the litigants and lawyers. Does the result violate your sense of justice or fairness? In two rooms of the
house, the officers asked D's wife to open drawers, where the evidence upon which D was convicted was
found. If you are writing a student brief, it is more probable that you are asked by your instructor to do so.
Legal research, analysis, and writing 5th ed. D appealed his conviction, claiming that the search was illegal.
Rabinowitz and Harris are overturned. Issues The issues or questions of law raised by the facts peculiar to the
case are often stated explicitly by the court. Considering that a student, just like any legal brief examples, is
systematic in nature, there are specific parts you need to consider. Separate Opinions Both concurring and
dissenting opinions should be subjected to the same depth of analysis to bring out the major points of
agreement or disagreement with the majority opinion. It recounts the way on how to locate the case reporter
appropriately. Often the cases will present a detailed history of the arguments presented by both parties in the
court below as well. S5 ] Slocum, R. The more practice one does, the better they become at it. Tasks like
writing a case brief are also difficult and you deserve congratulations if you are a law student. NOTE: Many
students misread cases because they fail to see the issues in terms of the applicable law or judicial doctrine
than for any other reason. There are eight main components to include in a case brief: Title of case and
citations: A title provides readers with the names of the parties in the case; often it sets legal proceedings in
motion for example, an appeal, plaintiff, and so on. Conclusively, this portion discusses the indefinite
expectations and investigates the values of Justice, the decency of the decision, and the logic of reasoning.
And fourth is the rationale; this is in reference to the reasons for the holding. Facts of Case A well-written case
gives the relevant facts that brought the parties to court. One should, therefore, try to the highlighting and only
highlight the crucial points.


